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What is Self Archiving
Self archiving is the practice of authors submitting their
scholarly output to an online archive which makes the items
available for free download.
Part of wider Open Access movement
Examples include the Physics preprints service
http://www.arxiv.org and the Southampton Eprints
System http://eprints.soton.ac.uk.
“Output” includes papers, posters/presentations, journal
articles, book chapters etc etc.
This differs from traditional publication models.
Publishers are no longer gatekeepers
Knowledge is available to all, not just the
well-heeled.
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arXiv.org
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Southampton CogPrints
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Google Scholar (aggregation service)
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Why should we be involved?
Why should we be involved in self archiving?
At an individual level?
At an institutional level?
Several reasons. Firstly, As individuals:
Wider availability of one’s research increases its impact.
Useful for the RAE and similar bean-counting exercises
Convenience:
Nobody need ask you for papers ever again!
It is much easier to find papers online than those
stored in a library.
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Why should we be involved?
Secondly, as institutions:
In Europe and now in the UK, increase in signatures to
the Berlin Declaration etc.
Institutional archives are the most common
manifestation of a commitment to Open Access
The Science and Technology Select Committee
encouraged Open Access policies in their tenth report
Increase profile of institution’s research
Particularly useful for theses, which may not
otherwise achieve wide dissemination.
But...
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Example: an archived thesis
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...what about the publishers?
One might expect publishers to be unhappy about Open
Access as:
Publishers follow a “reader pays” model for access.
Open Access undermines this.
However, the reality is somewhat different:
Many publishers permit self-archiving of pre and post
prints
They recognise that academics like Open Access
Lawsuits etc are counterproductive: do not bite the
hand that feeds!
Publishers are evaluating changes to their business
models to permit Open Access.
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...what about my institution
Obviously Open Access is easier with institutional support:
Usual method is to establish a self-archiving policy for
reasons of:
Resourcing
“Encourages” individual academics to submit
Lobbying of publishers etc.
There are no problems unless a commitment to open
access breaks contract (unlikely).
Most UK prestige universities now have institutional
repositories and archiving policies.
Do we want to be left behind?
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...won’t this break copyright?
The simple answer: not if the publishers permit it.
Many do (see SHERPA/ROMEO)
A policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell” is successfully used by
the http://www.arxiv.org site.
A (comparatively) venerable self-archiving system
Has never been sued.
Even if a publisher’s policy prevents submission of a full
print, even bibliographic data is useful
The moral argument: consider who pays for the
research.
If publically funded, arguably the public should have
unfettered access to the research.
However: always check the legal position first.
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DCI ePrints
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Existing system: Overview
At Lincoln, the Department of Computing and Informatics
already has a repository
http://eprints.lincoln.ac.uk
Small (only 46 publications). However, this is more than
the Open University!
Built using the Open Source ePrints software.
Registered as an active ePrints archive and indexed by
Google Scholar, CiteSeer etc.
However, not all academics in the department make
use of the service:
Most submissions from the DSE group.
Tedious submission process.
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Existing system: Submissions
The submissions process attempts to capture bibliographic
information alongside facsimiles of papers, presentations
etc.
1. Select a type of ePrint (e.g. journal article, conference paper etc)
2. Fill in basic bibliographic information (authors, title etc)
3. Publication dates and other bibliographic information
4. Details of publication venue (conference, periodical etc)
5. Item status (published/unpublished)
6. Unformatted abstract, references and keywords to feed the text search system
7. Categorisation according to a subset of the 1998 ACM categories
8. Any additional comments
9. Upload document(s) associated with the print
10. Review and finalise submission
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Customising the repository(1)
Customisation of the repository falls into three categories:
Styling Controlled by a number of XML files
These contain XHTML and a custom markup
language.
Authentication By default ePrints uses a MySQL database
and Apache to authenticated users. This is replacable
with e.g Active Directory+NTLM:
Replace handler in config file with custom Apache
auth module (hard!)
Create an LDAP::Auth object to replace
Apache::AuthDBI
Plenty of help is available
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Customising the repository(2)
Repository Functionality This includes modifications to the
database schema, categorisation of papers and
generation of reports
These are explained on subsequent slides
A brief specification list for a repository machine:
A PIII with 1GB of fast RAM and >120Gb of disk will be
ample
Apache and mod_perl are required
Linux is probably the path of least resistance:
however may run on Windows
1 virtual host per archive
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Categories
Each print is assigned to a number of categories:
By default, the Library of Congress classification is used
DCI ePrints uses a cut-down version of the ACM
classification
Custom categories may be loaded via an XML file using
import_subjects
Most institutional repositories use a subject tree that
reflects the organisational structure
This is generally easier for the users to understand than
a complex bibliographic classification
It can be used to generate useful reports too!
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Schema extensions
It is possible to extend the database schema with further
information. This is useful for reports and richer citations
The DCI repository uses some extra metadata
Project ID, Group ID etc
For the library, such information might include
Executive summary
Shelfmark information
Supervisor (for theses etc)
New ePrint types may be created (e.g. for course
materials etc)
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Reports
Lists of prints matching certain criteria may be generated.
This is used to provide per-project/per-person etc
publications lists
Very useful for inclusion in other sites!
Citation style may be customized.
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Access Control
ePrints has a simple workflow for submitted documents:
By default, all submitted items are placed into a
submission buffer, until they are approved by an editor
or administrator.
This is turned off for DCI ePrints (simplicity)
Submitted items may be superseded by later versions,
keeping the original record intact (traceability)
The workflow is somewhat extensible
Dissemination may also be controlled
Items may be made available to all, or just to
registered repository users.
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Other issues
There has been much outside interest in the DCI ePrints
repository
It is part of a feasibility study being conducted by
Loughborough
At OSS2005 last week, I was questioned for over an
hour on ePrints and our integration of it with an online
work environment
Plus various e-mails from people interested in the
contents
Implementation issues:
Many academics have a large backlog of
papers/materials. Data entry support is useful
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For non-DCI researchers
Obviously, the DCI archive is tailored to the needs of
computer scientists. Researchers in other disciplines have
several options:
See if your collaborators have a repository that you can
use
Examine the online archiving provided by journals.
Is it suitable?
Will the lack of centralisation be a problem?
Otherwise, lobby for an institutional archive!
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